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CENTRALIZATION OF TECHNICAL POLICY
MANAGEMENT IN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY
'Following is the translation of an editorial article in
the Russian-language periodical Vestnik Elektropromyshlennosti (Herald
of the Electrical Industry) No 1, Moscow,

19T, pages 1-31
In discussing the problem of the development of the economy of the
USSR and the Party's management of the national economy, the November
Plenum of the Central Committee of the CPSU appeared as an important
stage in the life of the Cormnist Party and of the Soviet population
as a whole.
In its work, the Plenum paid great attention to the problem of
the centralization of technical polic- management.

With the

accelerated pace and broad scope of economic development the
management of technical policies becomes all important.
technical policies depend:

Upon

a broad utilization of modern achievements

of science and engineering in the national economy, the pace of
creating and introducing new developments and advanced manufacturing
methods, latest know-how, correct and effective specialization and
cooperation.

For this reason the centralization of the management of

technical policies is at the present stage of the development of all

1

-

industrial branches and agriculture a timely and necessary measure.
*In connection with the establishment of sovnarkhozes there were
organized in recent years many new enterprises, scientific research
11institutions and engineering design bureaus of the electrotechnical
industries in all the economic regions of the country.
These enterprises and scientific research organizations execute
a large volume of work in the field of electric machine building,
high- and low-voltage electric apparatus, transformer and electric
iinstrument construction, production of electro-ceramic materials,
electric traction and electric hoisting equipment, cable product.s,
chemical sources of electric energy, electrothermal and electric

Iwelding

equipment, electric current sources, lighting equipi.ent,

electric home appliantes.
Inasmuch as historically the development of the electrotechnical industry experienced insufficient specialization, it is
quite natural that a number of organizations and engireering design
bureaus carry on simultaneously scientific research, proJect plaming
and mufacturing work, the theme of which is overlapping.
For inBtance, synchronous generators of a cepacity of up to
100 kw are designed and built in thirteen different series:
SOR,

BMZ,

APN, WAB,

SOS, SG, ES, etc., a part of which is obsolete, while others

could be replaced without damage to operations with more modern
machines.

The production of these generators is organized in fourteen

plants at a scale of from 250 to 10,000 units.
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More than 10 scientific organizations are concerned with the design
'of one and the same voltage regulators for generators of a capacity of
;up tu 1,000 kw thecircuits of which differ only insignificantly; lore tran
'II

five engineering design bureaus develop blueprints for a single series
of

induction electric motors of up to 100 kw capacity.
Up to the present time the method of standardizing large

,iturbogeneratore of a capacity of 100,000 to 200,000 kw has not yet
ibeen determined although the technical-economic and production
,practicability of establishing a single series of turbogenerators of
such capacity range has been ripe long ago.
If 10-20 years ago such duplication of the work of engineerin
design bureaus and mnufacturing organizations did not affect
seriously the econo r of the enterprises, as in coparison to the
yearly growth of the established capacities of electric motors their
quantitative output was relatively low, at the present time the
situation has changed radically.
The Party program adopted at the 22nd Party Congress provides
for an increase of electric power. production in 1980 up to 3 trillion
.kilowatt-hours.

Consequently, the annual increment in capacity in the

USSR will amount to tens of millions of kilowatts of installed capacity.
In connection with this there wil be a continuous increase in volume
and output of special purpose electrolechnical equipment, as for
Sinatance.turbogenerators of 800,000 to 1,000,000 kw per unit,
transformers of a voltage of up to 1.000,000 V and corresponding

capacity, powerful electric motors with semiconductor control systems,
controlling computer machines for electric drive, and of highly
complicated high-voltage apparatus.

Simultaneously, mass production

will be appliod in the production of electric motors, transformers for
distributing networks,
Suffice it
:estimates the output of

adjusting

devices and other products.

t.o state that according to preliminary
m

otors will reach tens of

millions and of small micromotors and semiconductor apparatus hundreds

of millions annually.
Production on such scale requires maximum centralisation of the
development of engineeri

desiln and manufacturing methods,

concentration of forces and means for a tiMely and thorou
investigation of opratins characteristics, dependability and

durability of electrical equipment.

Without a centralised development

:of the design of mass products it is impossible to attain a rational
consuution of materials that are in short supply, and maximal
automation and mechanization of production processes with a minimum of
labor consumption.
It is for this reason that the decree of the Noveber Pleamm of
the Central Coznittee of the CPSU mst be implemented in the shortest
possible period of time in order to achieve on time a state
organization of production methods for the electrotechnical industry
at the new stage of its development.
An analysis of production methods in use in the electrical

industry shows that in spite of evident achievements in creating new
assembly lines, organization of new methods of windin,

soaking and

drying windings, in perfecting casting and weldings, the general level
of manfacturing methods in the electrical industry does not
correspond to the given tasks.
The volume of technological work at plants, the number of
technological divisions, pace of their activity are entirely
insufficient.

Problems of production methods have not yet captured

the attention of the managers of enterprises and of the sovnarkhoses.
At many of the large plants of the electrical industry the
machinery equipmeut is worn out and is not being replaced. Suffice
it

to state that in many plants machine tools over 20 years in

serrice constitute 30-40%, and in such plants as Elaktrosila and Elektr
aparat this iniex is even higher. In the Sevkabel' Plant is a rolling
m

which has been In operation since 1912.
In his report to the Pleum Comrade N. S. Khrushchev pointed

out the necessity of systematic rrplacements of production equipment
"and the introduction of modern types of high-production machine tools
and machines.

Hence, a critical analysis should be made of the

existing technical equipment of the electrical industry,the necessary
measures which would ensure in the shortest possible time the
replacement of equipment should be initiated, and the technological
activity of engtneering design bureaus and technological divisions of

industrial enterprises and scientific research institutes should be
S5

intensified.
The ukase of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet USSR
concerning the formation of a State Committee of the Council of
Ministers USSR on Electrical Engineering is a highly important

Ilandmark

in the development of the electrotechnical industry of our

Icountry.
Being the law-giver for the new technology in the electrical
industry, the State Committee of the Council of Ministers USSR on
I Electrical Engineering will establish within the framework of
!prospective and current State plans a product list of industrial
production, removc from production obsolete types of products, replace
them with new more advanced ones, solve problems regarding the
specialisation of branch enterprises, determine the extent of the
experimental industrial base of scientific and planning and design
organizations.
In utilizing the right of distributing the financial and
material resources allocated for the fulfillment of plans according to
tho new technology, the State Committee can ensure the fulfillment of
probl.-atical scientific research work by correct planning of the
subject mhI-ter among the various scientific research, engneering
design and technological organizations and a simultaneous solution of
operating problems for the development of the new technology.
would provide an adjustment to the new technology that would
accelerate current production by 3-4 years.
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TASKS OF LOW-VOLTAWE APPARATUS
CONSTRUCTION
[Following is the translation of an article by Engineer

N. A. Dodogorskliy in the Russian-language periodical
Vestnik Elektropron hlennoxti ( Herald of tbe Electrical
Industry) No 1, Moscow 1963, pages 4-5]
The rapid growth of electric power production, the
electrification of the national economy and the automation of
production processes require a sharp increase of the output volume of
low-voltage apparatus including low-voltage contact-less control
devices for electric drives, and also presuppose improvements of

design of the product list of this electric equipment.
The Seven-Year Plan for the development of the national econoy
foresees an increase of output of low-voltage apparatus by 5 times
while the over-all growth of the volume of production of the
Ielectrotechnical

industry will be 3.13 times.

In recent years, the electrotechnical industry created and
produces in series a number of new modern low-voltage apparatus and
complete sets of devices.

Designed by VNIIEM [Vuesoyuznyy nauchno-

issledovatel' skiy institut elektromekhaniki; All-Union Scientific
!Research Institute of Electromechanics]

7

in production are series

-

0s

of KE alternatingcurrent contactors and corresponding PA starters for

Scurrents of 40 to 600 amperes with a voltage of 380 volts, a
'mechanical wear resistance of about 10,000,000 contacts and electrical
wear resistance of approximately 2,000,000 contacts; direct current
avitches series KPV600 of the Chebokmary Electrical Equipment Plant
un to
for currents of 630 =pres with a mechanical wear resistance of about

A

17,000,000 to 10,000,000 contacts; universal automatic switches series
AM of the Elektrosila Plant; series of UMP and U4-3P magnetic amplifiers
Ideveloped by VNIIC2,

and a number of other series of apparatus.

SJul"aneously with the introduction of new apparatus
modernization of all the older types has been accomplished.

Produced

)in series are large capacity coqplete sets for use under normal and
1 tropical

conditions, the output of which in 1962 was approzimately 21%

of the total volume of production of low-voltage apparatus.
However. the quality level of some low-voltage apparatus is
lower than that of modern models, particularly in regard to
reliability, wear resistance, weight ed dimensions.
The product list
substantial improvement.

of low-voltage apparatus is also in need of
The plants are producing in several series

contactorsof alternating and direct current, control relays, magnetic
amplifiers and other apparatus cf similar purpose.
It is necessary to avoid duplications of purpose in the design
of apparatus and to retain in production only the best series.

At

the same time, the product list of low-voltage apparatus should be

8-
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expanded and substantial changes made in some designs.
The output of complete sets of large capacity equipment is
delayed by the lack of the necessary low-voltage apparatus relay,
universaland adjusting automatic devices of the plug-in type,and also

switches, relay, knife

contactors suitable for installation on racks.

In developing new series of switches, automatic and a number of
other apparatus it is necessary to provide plastic housing which will
enclose them together with the arc-extinguishing devices.
The development and series production of such apparatus makes
:it possible to create the most economical, small-size,
and serviceable coqplete units of equipment.

asy to produce

The design of these

apparatus should be tied up with standard sets and their elements.
In order to standardize the design of the elements of control
units for electric drives it is necessary to unify the circuits of
'electric drives produced in largest quantities and also of special
design drives with labor-conming units that may be reproduced.
The establishment of an optimal product list of low-voltage
apparatus which will satisfy completely and economically the needs of
the national economy remains the most important task of scientific
research and planning and design organizations.

The started

standardization of low-voltage apparatus should be completed in
1963-1964.

The approved standard types actually represent future

blueprints for the production of low-voltage apparatus, therefore the
design of the standard types must be very carefully carried out and

9-

thoroughly discussed by all the interested organizations.
In developing the technical features of the low-voltage
;apparatus one mst strive for a high dcngree of reliability, wear
Iresistance and other characteristics.

It

is necessary to have in view

ja simultaneously modified design of apparatus of varied performances
including
one of various voltagesfor use in the tropics envisaged not only by
GOST LGosudarstvemy obshchesoyuznyy standart; State National
iStandardi but encountered also most frequently in countries which have
San agreement with the USSR for the supply of low-voltage apparatus.

i

The design of new series of low-voltage apparatus should be coordinated

with and executed parallel with the development of the

design of complete units.
Impending is the speeding-up of the design of apparatus for
660 volts as this voltage is already utilized for the electrical
equipment in mining and will be introduced also for the equipment of
chemical and a number of other enterprises.
The increasing use of semiconductor rectifiers for the control
of electric drives and for transformers of large capacities requires
the speeding-up of the design of fast acting safety fuses, shortcircuiting devices and high-speed automatic apparatus for currents of
12-20 ka.
In recent years the normalization work of this branch
lagging.

was

This important work must be rearranged, the basic

organizations provided with qualified staffs and their activities

00

0O

Icoordinated

by the branch institute of normalization and

Istandardization.

It is urgent to sccelerate the review of basic

standards for low-voltage apparatus, to set stricter requirements for
more
their reliability and wear rsiistance, and to develop precise testing
*

A

imethodwith the utilization of M materials.
The creation of reliable, wear resistant and smll-size
low-voltage apparatus requires the execution of scientific research
;work connected with the solution of a number of problems on the

Idetermination of heating norms for the apparatus, ivprovement of arcIextinguishing systems, increase of the cosutative capacity of
,autouatic devices, application of water cooling for apparatus
loperating on strong currents, utilization of semiconductor diodes and
triodes in low-voltage apparatus and the creation of large series of
drives with contactless control devices.
The solution of tasks connected with the building of low voltagq
!,apparatus is unthinkable without an organizational

econstruction of

:,scientific research and planning and deuign work.
In accordance withthe decree of the November Plenum of the

Central Covauttee of the CPS3 of 1962, a concentration of the
scientific - ,earch and planning and desipn activity of organizations
concerned with the building of low-voltage apparatus is under way at
the present time.
A provision is made to conduct the planning and financing of
all the development work from one center which wJll completely
*[International Electrical &gineering Comission]
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eliminate duplication of work.
The stage
-plan

of planning, technical assignments and manufacturing

will be approved by the top scientific research institutes,

while the acceptance of the finished product models before their
lassignment to series production will be affected by the State

Commission of Specialists.
These and a number of other measures will make it possible to
raise the technical level of low-voltage apparatus and also to
organize their production in large quantities for the satisfaction of
the demands of the country's national economy.
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AWARDS TO THE PARTICIPANTS OF
THE EIBITIC O ACHIEVMENTS

OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY OF THE USSR
jFollowing is the translation of an article by
Engineers M. A. Borisov and V. I. Smorgonakly in the
Russian-language periodical Vestnik Elektropronyshlennosti
(Herald
of the Electrical Industry) No 1, Moscow 1963,
pages 36-38]

The Comittee of the Council of the Exhibition of Achievement$

jof the National Econoivr of the USSR awarded diplomas of the first
degree to 11 staff collectives of institutes, planning organizations
and enterprises, of the second degree to 2,

of the third dine to 20,

!and prizes of 10,000 and 2,500 rubles to two organizations, for the
creation of new models of machines, instruments, apparatus, materials.
and other equipment exhibited in the pavilion "Electrification of the
USSR" and in thematic exhibits.
Medals and valuable prizes were awarded to 651 persons,
including a large gold medal to 18, a small one to 43, a large silver
medal to 126, a small silver one to 190 and a bronze medal to 274

persons.
4
Awarded diplom of first degree:

•

A.

.
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Elektrotyazhmash Plant imeni V. I. Lenin - for the design and
construction of the TV-200 turbogenerator of a capacity of 200 Mw.
*

The application of direct hydrogen cooling of the stator and

rotor windings at a pressure of 4 atmospheres and a number of other
ifeatures of design made it possible to reduce the specific material
consumption more than 1.5 times as compared with turbogenerators
produced heretofore, to lower the cost of a kw-hour by 6.5 percent,
and to raise the efficiency coefficient by 1.0-1.5 percent.
!Simultaneously the vibration resistance of the generator has been
increaued considerably.

The TGV-200 turbogenerators are successfully

operating at the Zmiyevskaya MES CGosudarstvennaya rayonnaya
elektrostantsiya; State Regional Electric Power Stationj and at other
zelectric power stations.

All1-Union Scientific Research Institute of Electric Current
Sources - for the design and production of an air-zinc system of
current source with alkali electrolyte and wet magnesium current

sources.
The capacity of the air-zinc system of current with an alkali
electrolyte is 2-3 times larger than that of batteries of the
Imanganese-zinc system.
The small gradient of the initial and final voltage (10-20%)
makes it possible to use them widely for transistor receivers and
portable television sets.

F

Cup-shaped elements are used in the
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batteries which permits the mechanization of the production of parts

*

I and

*

t

of the assembly process.
The electromotive force in wet magnesium current sources

designed for feeding bydrometeorological instrumenta is generated
I after their immersion in water.
The specific power of these sources of current is 75-77

watt-hours/kilogram.
Scientific Research Institute of the Cable Industry - for the
development and introduction into series production of a trade-mark
I MSSA-ll0 power cable with tapered insulation and voltage of 110
:kilovolt, a type VKP-1-200 direct current outlet for a voltage of 220
kilovolt, light-duty multicore

power cable trade-mark AWO and

AFVG with fittings for agriculture, small-size coaxial cable trademark MKTP-4 for interurban telephone communication and television,
PRVVA cable for radio and telephone equipment in rural placs, city
telephone cable trade-mark TPKSH,

branch cable trade-mark MKPP-150

for remote control and dispatching service on trunk pipelines.,
flexible telephone cord trade-mark SHTSH, POSKEV wire for heating
agricultural

promises

,

PSDKT winding wire, PAOP oxidized

aluminum wire, PETV-TL enameled wire, small-size sei-mic cable of
trade-mark KPVS and

cable tenninals

made from epoxy

compound

for external installations of a voltage of 1, 6 and 10 kilovolt.

4
Moskabel' Plant - for participation in the development, design
and series output of the MSSA-210 power cable of a voltage of 110

--

4
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kilovolt~with tapered insulation, lead-ins for a direct current

voltage of 220 kilovoltsfor the Volzhskaya (ES ieni 22 Party Congress
and PSDKT winding wire.
All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Electromechanics
-.

for the design and introduction into production of the

ATR-I thermoregulator in a set with DT-ltemperature pickup and actuat n
mechanism BI-i, hermetic electric motor without stuffing box trademark DT
.G,sparking indicator II-, calculating-transposing [schetno.
predbrazyushchiy]
aparatus SPU-I, type P-42H direct current electric motor with terbium
Ltervitovyy)
1 collar,

the FM-30 outfit for automatic tracing of the electrode in

welding spiral pipes, MBK-1 compound, water-emalsion lacquers of
trade-marks 321T and WFt-

8 V,

thermoreactive lacquers of trade-marks

KP-22, KP-23, direct current micromotors series DPT, mechanization and
automation of the packing of soft filling stator windings and design
of a semi-automatic stator-wizing machine of 0S-627-31M type.
Experimental Plant of the All-Union Scientific Research
Institute of Electromechanics

for participation in the design

-

and introduction into production of the ATR-l thermoregulator with a
DT-1 temperature scale and BIM-1 power mechanism, the DTSPG electric
motor without stuffing box, calculating-transposing

apparatus SPU-1

and the FKU-30 outfit for the machine for spiral pipe welding, and
stator winding machine 0S-627.
All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Electrothermal
Equipment - for the design and introduction into series production of

16-

the following electrothermal equipment:

series SP saline electric

furnaces for the thermal and thermochemical processing of product4made

of ferrous and nonferrous alloys and cutting tools in a liquid medium
of salt solutions; a device for adjusting operation to continuous
production lines; type O-759 electric furnace for drying and
annealing welding electrodes; series EVT vacuum hoisting electric
furnaces for thermal processing of magnetic alloys; series SESS
muffle-less electric shaft furnace for high-speed high temperature gas
cementation; induction apparatus of the 00-770 type for heating
!ingots of special alloys with indu trial current; series SMO electric
furnace with air chambers for enameling copper and aluminum wire;
induction electric channel furnace of the ILK-1.6 type for smelting

alloys with a copper base; OB-554A electric vacuum furnace for the
decarbonization of ferrochromium; high-frequency transformers
(2,500/8,000 cycles) of the TVD-3 and TVS-3 type with disc and
checker windings for feeding inductors for through heating and
annealing; series ARER automatic regulatorsfor mantaining an optimal
value of the capacity coefficient, voltage and current of highfrequency smelting furnaces; triple bifilar short network for
compensating the reactive capacity in the short network of highcapacity electric arc steel furnaces.
Saratov Electrothermal EquipmAnt Plant - for the design and
series production of SMO electric furnace for enameling copper and
aluminum wire, introduction into series production of an induction

17
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electric channel furnace of the

iLK-l.6 type for smelting alloys with

a copper base and for series SP saline electric furnaces.

Central Design Bureau "Elektroprovod" of the All-Union Scientific
Research Institute of Electro mechanics - for the desiga and introducition into production of new flywheel-less transforming machine units for
ireversible rolling mills (blooming and slabbing), specialized
;synchronous motors with new automatic control for drill pumps and
automized electric drive with capacity regulator for large defibrer
;with a capacity of the drive motors up to 2,500 kilowatts.

I

Elektrosila Plant imeni S. M. Kirov - for the design and
production of flywheel-less machine units for the main drives of
reversible rolling mills and specialized synchronous motors for
drilling pumps.
Awarded diploma of second degree:
State Scientific Research Electric

E

eering Institte

of the Voronezhskiy Sovnarkhoz - for the design of direct current
,micromotors series DPT.
Kishinev Elektrodvigatel'
DJsNG type hermetic three-phase

Plant - for the series production of
induction

motors without stuffing

box.
4

Elektromashina Plant of the Kemerovskiy Sovnarkhoz - for series
production of P-4M direct current motors ,dth terbium collar and
series PKV electric drives.

418

oO3

Novosibirsk Turbogenerator Plant imeni 20 Party Congress - for
the design and production of ATDthree-phase induction

motors of a

Icapacity of 500 to 2,750 kilowatt.
Saransk Elektrovypryamitel'

Plant - for the introduction of

series production of semiconductor power valves.
Podol'skkabel' Plant of the Moscow Oblast Sovnarkhoz

-

for

series production of PRVVA cable for radio and telephone equipment in
rural areas al

small-size seismic cables trade-mark KPVS.

Kuybyshev Communication Cable Plant - for series production of
city telephone cable trade-mark T'KSH and branch
MKPP-l50 for remote control and dispatcher

cable trade-mark

service of trunk

pipelines.
Mikroprovod Plant of the Moscow Oblast Sovnarkhos - for series
production of enameled wire trade-mark PETV-TD with TL-1
polyester

lacquer base insulation.

Saranskkabel' Plant of the Mordovskiy Sovnarkhoz - for series
production of multicore

power cables trade-mark AVVG and APVG

with plastic insulation for use in agriculture.
Moscow High-Frequency Electric Furnace Plant - for the design
and series production of series EVT vacuum electric furnaces for the
thermal treatment of magnetic alloys.
Biysk Elektropech Plant - for series production of muffle-less
electric shaft furnaces series SHTsN for high speed high temperature
icementation.

19
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Moscow Electrotherma' Luipment Plant

-

for series production

'of the 00K-770 device for induction heating of ingots of special
alloys with industrial frequeny current, vacuum electric furnace of
'the 0I-354A type for decarbonizing ferrochromim and high-frequency
Itransformers of the TVD-3 and TVSH-3 type for induction annealing
linstallations.
Leningrad Division of the State Planning Institute
iTyazhPromelektroproyekt - for the design and introduction into
iproduction of bus bar leads for a voltage of 6-10 kilovolt for strong
icurrents in trunk lines of electric power supply for metallurgical and
ore beneficiation enterprises.
Leningrad Planning and Experimental Division of the State

IPlanning

Institute TZaztpromelektoroyekt - for participation in the

design and construction of bus bar leads for a voltage of 6-10
kilovolt and introduction of welded contacts in alwmnm
metallurgy.
Central Plant of the State Planking Institute

electric

Tyazhpromelektroproyekt - for the design and introduction into
,production of inductive slidIng couplings for regulating rotary
velocity; for participation in the design and adoption of 6-10
kilovolt bus bars for strong currents in trunk lines of electric power
supply for industrial enterprises; for participation and production of,
flywhel-less transformer units for reversible rolling mill stands
and series of luminescent lamps 01,

20

COO, ODR, 0CR.

-

Awarded diplom of third degree:
Aleksandriyak Electromechanical

Plant of the Cherkasski

Sovnarkhoz - for series production and participation in the design of
a control system for the drives of the EKO-4 excavator by magnetic
amplifier units of the PDD-.5V type.
Low-Voltage Apparatus Plant of the Moscow City Sovnarkhoz - for
,participation in the design and series production of UPP-1 and UPP-2
lamplifier;for the design and series production of the KP-4 cross
iswitch and the RCF phase break relay.
Odeaskabl' Plant - for the series production of cables trademark PRVVA for radio and telephone equipment in rural cumunities.
oldavkabel' Plant - for the series production of trade-mark
PRVVA cables for radio and telephone equipment in rural conamities.
Estikabel' Plant - for the series production of trade-mark
PRWA cables for radio and telephone equipment in rural coummities.
Azovkabel' Plant - for the series production of mall-size
coaxial cable trade-mark WKTP-4 for telephone cow .'ication ,.ad
television.
Ufimkabel' Plant - for the series prcuction of trade-mark
SITSH telephone cord with plastic insulation and sheathing.
Losinoostrov Electrode Plant - for the development and
:production of type OKB-759 electric furnace for drying and annealing
;welding electrodes.

21
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Kalinin Electrical Equipmnt Plant - for the series production
of automatic regulators series ARER for maintaining optimal electric
regime

of high-frequency electric smelting furnaces.
Rostov Division of the State Planning Institute

Tyazhpromelektroproyekt of Glavelektromontazh - for the development
and introduction of standard designs and design of complete units of
compensation of reactive capacity.
Medals and Valuable Prizes Awardodto Workers of the following
Organizations:
Kuzbasseleent Plant of tne Kemerovskiy Sovnarkhoz - for series
production of wet magnesium current sources.
Uralelement Plant of the Chelyabinskiy Sovnarkhoz - for series
*px duction of wet magnesium current sources and air-zinc sources with
alkali electrolyte.
*

Cheboksary Plant of Electrical Actuating Mechanisms - for
series production of the actuating mechanism BIM-I for grain dryers.
Moscow Electric

Machine Buildn

Plant - for series

production of the FI-30 device for automatic tracing of electrodes in
welding spiral pipes.
Zagorsk Lacquer Plant of Moscow Oblast Sovnarkhoz - for
introduction into industrial production of water-emulsion lacquers
trade-mark 321T and PFL-BV.
Workers' Victzry Plant of the YaroslavkiLy Sovnarkhoz

22
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for
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Iintroduction into industrial production of water-emulsion lacquers
321T and PFL-8V and thermoreactive lacquers KP-22 and KP-23.
Experimental Scientific Research Institute for Metal-Cutting
Machine Tools - for the design and introduction into i.,oduction of
series PKV electric drives with silicon rectifiers and semiconductor
intermediate amplifiers of the UPP-1 and UPP-2 type.
Low-Voltage Electrical Equipment Plant of the Bashkirsk4 1
Jof
* Sovnarkhoz - for developing and introduction , series production of
!cam-regulating command apparatus series KA-400 and KA-480.
4

Branc
y Electromechanical
Plant imeni M. I. Kalinin for the development and introductiofseries production of the
electrical transforming unit of the PSCH-50 type.
Moscow Experimentl Division of the State PlannEg

Institute

Tyazfpromelektroproyekt - for participation in the development of a
cable terminal of an epoxy compound for an external installation of 1,6
and 10 kilovolts.
Plant imend. Vladimir

the

l'ich of the Moscow City Soynarkhoz - for

nouto

~~of

the development and Introduction Aseries production of the S4-1.5
!washing machine.
PermtElectrotechnical

Plant - for the development and

of
introduction A series production of the 'Icam" centrifugal pup.
All-Union Scientific Research Institute for Rural
Electrification of the All-Union Academy of Agricultural Sciences
imeni V. I. Lenin - for psr .icipation in the development and adoption !
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of trade-mark AVVG and APVG power cables in agriculture and of tradeimark POShV wires for heating hothouses and other agricultural
!buildings.
Osh Electric omechanical Plant of the Kirgiz SSR Sovnarkhoz orthe development and introduction A eries production of the
18APVM electric pump.
Khar'kov Electriccmechanical

Plant - for the development and

* production of flywheel-less units of the main drives of reversible
I

Monetary Prizes to:
Workers' Collective of the Plant imeni Vladimir fllich of the
Moscow Sovnarkhoz - for the introduction of new electric insulation
materials in the production of electrical machines and apparatus, in
the amount of 10,000 rubles.
Workers'

Collective of the Electrical Machinery Plant No 2 of

the Moscow City Sovnarkhoz - for the introduction of the
thermoreactive compound

BK-1 in the jinfture or measuring cumrrent

transformers, in the mount of 2,500 rubles.
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